Thia paper summarizes the discussions olthe Object Management System (OMS) session &t the Chinon Workshop. The .... ion identified numerous capabilities which might be required in an OMS. The f""ilities which were agreed upon as _ntial to an OMS are presented in Section 1, OMS Core Faeilities. A number of issues in the realization of these and other capabilities, influenced in part hy ipedfie application scenarios, are diseusaed in Section 2, OMS Requirements bou ... Promising applications requiring further investigation ean be found in Section 3, Perceptions for the Future. Some global observations on the past and future eonduct of the OMS field are summarized in Section 4, Concluding Obtoervations.
OMS Core Facilities
An object management system (OMS) provides services for the management of projeCt dato.. Ito crucial and generally agreed upon capabilities are described in tbis ...,tion.
Canturirur Data
• Project dat& includes life-cycle products ( • . g., plano, designs, reporto, (ode, do<>-gmentation) and prOCe88 information (descriptions or development practice8, modeIa, and It&tea). Effective project m&nagement presupposes capturing information about the development proceao and the products of that process. Data caoture ill. aerviee provided by the OMS to project lupport toola. However, this -nee an go beyond merely providing .. data repooitory, if the OMS actively Upturel information rather than just storing th. data explicitly provided to it.
Automating the capture of and response to data is an on-going research topic cf088ing the domains or object and process management, as discussed in Section 3 below.
Data Modelling
The conceptual structures used in presenting data stored in the OMS significantly affect the utility of the OMS. The goal of data modelling is to represent data in a way which exposes its structure. One measure of the quality of an OMS is the granularity ofthe information it captures about the data it stores. Stream I/O to file contents is an example of the lack of data modelling by the OMS , as all data interpretation is left to the programs which read the data. Conversely, one frequent example of an OMS data model is a typed Entity-RelationshipAttribute (ERA) representation, in which the OMS specifies to some extent the structure and possible values and operations for the data. The particular model in which an OMS should present data (t.g., ERA, Object Oriented, Relational), and whether tbere sbould be one or more data models within a given OMS , remain issues for experimentation _ Data modelling also facilitates other OMS services, such as data sharing and data integrity .... urance.
Data Sharing
Project Support Environments (PSEs) include many diverse tools operating on the same data. Ideally, ouch common data should not be duplicated in multiple data models and representations or redundantly derived. In today's practice, however, we find that such duplication occurs (with its ensuing integration and consistency problems), as many tools implement their own hidden OMS Or utilise multiple OMS. with distinct interfaces and data models. Integration of tools by utilisation of a common .. t of interfaces to a lingle OMS would facilitate data .haring but makes migration of existing tools into a more integrated PSE (IPSE) considerably mare expensive. A further alternative to a single, encompassing OMS or multiple, independent OMS. is a single OMS, some of whose administered object. are in tum object bases (nested OMSs); this provides for .haring of 'ccane-grained" data while permitting alternative data modelling of "fine-grained" data.
Data Integrity
Shariog data impliea a need to agree on the lega.! operations on that data and on their aequeneing or concurrency. Th .. t agreement can be provided primarily through the OMS, without the need for direct coordination of tool autbors. Acc . . synchronisation and tranaactioo mechaniama can coordinate the activities of multiple tool, and can help to maintain the consisteocy of multiple objects. Typing faciliti .. control tbe valu .. of d&ta &od the primitive operations applied to d&tL Ac ... cootrol. determioe the proc ..... which may be applied to dat .. by a given uoer. History, logging and trigger mechanisms have applications in determining or maintaining data integrity. Process management can be integrated with object management to control the complex operations applied to data. Tbe number and sophistication of theoe facilities is partially a precondition for integrating diveroe tools, users and data, and partially the means to c .. pitali.e on ouch integration. Tbe OMS play. a crucial role in enabling the generation of lucb fo.cilities.
Secreey
Sharing of data (and information about such data) in an integrated environment must be managed and monitored to control tbe disoemination of sensitive information. An OMS needs to provide suitable mechanisms for discretionary and mandatory o.cces8 control.
OMS Requirements Issues
There i. wide agreement on the need for the cited core fo.cilities of an OMS. However, tbere remains substantial debate on how best to o.cbieve those cap ... biliti .. (e.g., one OMS, multiple OMS., nested OMS.) and on certain of tbeir requirements., Many critical OMS requirements issues appear to be subsumed in a lingle general question. The clients of an OMS are tools (requiring project data management services). The question is whether all tools should utilise the same OMS (the same inteno.ce providing access to tbe same object baoe), or different tools should utili .. different OMS.? A single OMS is one means to integrate tools and users: All project data are available to all tool. (witbin appropriate integrity and _urity limits), and a uniform data model may be presented to tools and uaen. Tools that are generic to mMY li(~cycle activities, 8ucb as configuration manag:ement too18, are more easily provided in the context of a single, uniform OMS. Altern .. tively, multiple OMSs permit the efficiencies of prohlem-domainspecific services and fo.cilitate tbe utilization of an existing tool b ..... The quality of a PSE is directly related to the quality of tbe tools offered. The quality of the OMS may be a prerequisite for tool quality, but certainly i. not a guarantor of tbe PSE quality. Pragmatically, it is necesoary to resort, at least in part, to exioting tool. to populate the PSE and to ease the user migration to aPSE based on a more sophisticated OMS approacb. Heoce, tbe capability to utili .. exilting tools is an important consideration. Coot and availability consider&tions may tberefore make it nec ...... y to adjust to tbe exiotence of mUltiple OMS., even though a lingle OMS might b. more appropriate in the long run.
There is a related architectural question in positioning tbe OMS within the PSE: Is tbe OMS a "bub" service of tbe PSE on which all tools &re layered (currently the prevalent pereeption), or is the OMS merely another, albeit ratber .pedal, tool that other tools can integrate witb at their own choosing? fundamental requirements on the OMS differ <onsiderably depeoding 00 wbicb of theoe model. is chosen. Generally, the argument. for a single OMS also speak in favour of .. hub architecture. Similarly, opting for multiple, disjoint OMS. can obviate the question of whether there is an OMS layer in the PSE architecture.
Following are individual OMS requirement. ;"'u ... Frequently, these issues relate to the single veniUl multiple OMS question.
Compile-time venlU Run.time Type Checking
Type-checking at tool compilation to &loertain the validity of operations on OMS-administered objects has the benefit. of early detection of errOni and potentially minimizing run-time overhead. However, conventional languages cannot prevent malidoWl 8ubversion ot compile-time type cheeks; more restrictive languages and execution models would be required to prevent such lubve ... ion. Since integrity and secrecy ofperoistent data needs to be guaranteed, having both early detection or erron and integrity of persistent data will, in most environments 1 mean having both compile-time and run-time type checking.
Type checking of data in the object base can be performed during tool compilation, if all data types are known at compile time. Knowing all types at compile-time implies that either (1) the OMS is "closed" (no new types will be added or existing types modified after tool compilation), or (2) source code for all tools is available, allowing new types Or type modifieationa through tool reeompilation.
If tbe PSE i. to be extensible, 80 that new tools and their types can be installed to Ihare an OMS with existing tools, option (1) is undesirable. Alternatively, if multiple, distinct OMS. are acceptable, new OMS. could be added to the PSE to "",commodate the introduction of new types for new tools.
Option (2) is unreali.tie: Source licences for all (commercial) tools in aPSE would be prohibitively expensive. Further, type changes in a large PSE are perceived to be too common to make recompilation of all tools in that environment a viable apprD""h.
Compile-time venlU Run-time Schema Evolution
Compile-time type checking implies th .. t tools muat be recompiled if tbe scbema is to evolve. Run-time type checlr.a may rely on a translated form of typing information in which the schema itself requireo a form 0( compilation before use. Both of tbeoe liluations may be referred to as requiring ·compile-time" schema evolution. Alternatively, if the OMS allows schema modifications without such a compilation step, it is laid to permit run-time schema evolution.
Compile-time schema evolution generally implies down-time for the OMS to which tbe sehema applies: potentially, operations on all objects must be su ... pended until tbe ne ... schema bas been installed. In an environment of multiple OMS., each opoeific 10 one or a fe .. functions, 8uch an approach may b. feasible (and is typically used in dat .... base applications). For a large, perbaps distributed IPSE based on a logically central OMS, lucb down-time i. unacceptable. An IPSE represent. an expensive investment wbich must have a high utilisation.
Further. delaying (iterative) type evolution until down-time paralyzes the work of tool developers on the sy.tem.
Presently the prevalent. but not unMimous. perception i. that the Ichema Md type definitions need Ie accommodate evolution with all but unnoticeable interference with the continuouo availability of the OMS.
2_3 Single venus Multiple Language Bindings
An OMS intended for a .pecitic problem domain may require only one hinding. for a langu~e also specific to that domain. A more general purpose OMS intended to support diverse applications from diverse developers will have users requiring bindings to multiple languages.
Variety of Data Modela versus Ease of Data Sharing
Multiple OMSs in the PSE permits .. Iection of an OMS whO&e data model is eustornized to an application and whose services are optimized {Of that ap--plication. However • • uch diversity of data models and .. rvices is a substantial obstacle to the sharing of data between toolo. limits the utility of active data facilities (e., .
• triggers) and virtually eliminates sharing and tight integrlltion with generic activity-controlling proc ..... (e. , .
• with configuration or proc ... mMagement tools).
The choice of a data model in a single. multiple. or nested OMS is a.Iao quite controversial. Typed Entity-Relationship-Attrihute (ERA) modelo seem to be the currently prevalent choice and farthest developed. However. objectoriented approaches. tying and restricting the availability of general operations on administered objects directly to the type of the objects carry considerable promise. even though they are as yet I ... established thM ERA approach ... Finally. several OMSs have adopted relational data base technology aa their underlying implementation.
A point of consensus is that the model'a typing should oupport an inheritance capability 10 that operations Md tools can be applied at appropriate abstraction levels without knowing irrelevant detail. of the objects operated upon.
A blended solution of nested OMSs may be desirable. in which a single underlying OMS permits substantial data sharing at a coarse granularity. but also tbe efficienei .. of apecialized object bases.
2,5 Tool Migration venus Integration
Populating a PSE wit.h tool. is an ex:pens,ve undertaking. made more eeonomi· cally feasible if exi.ting tool. can be utilized without adapting them to the data model of a aingle. specific OMS. Transitioning U&ers to the PSE is a.Iao made easier if existing tools <ontinue Ie operate in tbe PSE. The benefits of tool integration (tbrough data sbaring and other forma of tool interaction) and tool portability (made poosible through adoption of a apecific kernel interface) may jWltify the coot of tighter integration in the long run. Neverthel .... the OMS c.oK CIo" ... d Erh&rd Ploedereder .hould make it euy to migrate existing tools without major changes into the PSE.
Peroiotency Modelo verouo Performance
A commonly experienced prohlem with generic OMS. i. their throughput performanee eharaderisties. Lad:ing performance is generally attributed to the high root of acceooing and updating persistent data with the implied need for synchr<>-nisation of ac ....... and for run-time validity checking. While there is room for performance improvement in moot, if not all, current OMS implementations, it may also be wnjeetured tbat OMS. have chooen inappropriate models in dealing with persistency hy postulating immediacy of the program-external availability of changes to persistent data. Today'. technology is easily capable of supporting high-throughput in a memory-based, very sophisticated OMS. but is conspieu. oualy weak in supporting a much limpler OMS on persistent data.
A primary wnsequence of theoe performance issues is that fine granularity of object. in a generic OMS may not be achievable in practice with the current peraistency models.
Composite Objech
A need has long been identified to allow operations on groups of objects. as if they were a single entity for the purpose of the operation. At the same time. it h ... been realized that the grouping is not necessarily statie. i .
• .
• the same for all operations. To-date no simple paradigm that captures hoth these requirements h ... g&ined significant acceptance. This lack is quite unfortunate. since. if such aggregation were applied in the contexts of access synchronization and control and of the persistency model. performance problema might be lessened if not IOlved.
3 Perceptions for the Future Current research in process management support indicates that considerable opportunities exist for integrating pro .... and object management. An OMS can playa pivotal role in implementing proceoo management support along several dimension.: First, the process description can conceivably he represented utili,ing the OMS capabilities. Thus. examination. manipulation and operation of the process description can be achieved largely by the OMS interfaces. Sewnd, active component. ofthe OMS model such &I triggers can be used to implement p~ management functiona. Integration of Proc'" and object management along such lines might open oynergistic opportunities for new tool functionality not £e&lible in either isolated domain. Again. uniformity of the OMS would lubotantially ease the generation of .uch capabilities.
Concluding Observations
The following general observation. apply to OMS theory and experiment: -Many sophisticated requiremento have been postulated for OMS.. Those dioeusaed here may have widest consensus, but are not exhaustive. -Many conceptual solutions meeting those requirements have been proposed. -Experimental data allowing evaluation of the completeness and utility of the requirements and the solutions, to the extent it exists, is poorly disseminated. -The complexity and cost of integrated PSEs impedes full-scale experimenlo.
The solutions referred to above include third and fourth generatiollJl of syotems that have yet to be etrectively evaluated, even in their predecessor vereions. This is particularly unfortunate, given that many OMS requirement. ieeue& center on the extent to which atrong support of integra.tion through the OMS should be pursued.
From the preceding poinlo, it would appear that more emphasis .hould be placed on OMS experimentation, evaluation and dissemination of the resullo. Theoretical etrorts in defining requiremenlo and solutions are wanting in empirical validation. Continuing theoretical etrorts should facilitate experimentation to the degree that existing proposal. were unified. Given the expense of IPSE implementation and evaluation, it is likely that adequate full-scale experiment .... tion is only possible in consortium etrorlo and for a very few solutions. Without such experimentation, the OMS research runs the danger of extrapolating existing models and imposing additional requiremenlo on OMSs, before the viability of these existing models has been proven and the limitations induced by performance requirements have been sufficiently explored and reflected in the models.
